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There are numerous ways of displaying fashion in museums.1  
The choice of a definite one of them can be decided upon by 
different subjective factors: curator’s idea, aesthetical sense 
of scenography, or objective ones: the size of the allocated 
budget or accessibility of the facility, etc. The exhibition’s 
space itself is also a factor that can determine its shape. 
Museum and gallery rooms have made us accustomed to 
being regular and allowing to tell respective ‘chapters’ of the 
exhibition without greater problems. However, when such  
a verified and transparent arrangement is not possible, other 
ways need to be sought. Limitations in this respect can yield 
unexpected and extremely satisfying effects. This was pre-
cisely the case of the former stable which was to become 
stage for a clothing display.

From talks to dialogue
In 2017, the Castle Museum in Pszczyna in southern Poland, 
some dozens kilometres from the border with the Czech 
Republic, contacted me on the possibility of mounting an 
exhibition of the clothing from the Museum Fashions collec-
tion that I curate. It is a study and research collection, made 
up of ca 500 items, of which almost half are outfits. The old-
est date back to the early 19th century, while the newest ones 
come from the last decade. Almost all are made in France, 
the majority of them by prestigious Parisian fashion hous-
es.2 The collection features several thematic sub-categories, 
which allows numerous display options.3 

In order to define the specific shape and the final topic of 

the exhibition proposed by the Castle Museum in Pszczyna, 
since preliminarily only the date and the budget had been de-
fined, it was necessary to view the space in which the clothes 
were to be displayed. The Pszczyna Museum is a palace and 
park ensemble of which, in 1870–76, the Castle was remodel-
led after the design of Aleksander Hipolit Destailleur. Thanks 
to him the two-floor building on a horseshoe layout was gi-
ven a 17th-century French architectural costume, which it 
has retained to this day. However, it was not the impressive 
Castle interior that was to house the display. The proposed 
facility for the purpose were the Prince’s Stables distanced 
several dozen metres from the Castle. The current stable 
complex was raised in the 2nd half of the 19th century during 
the times of the last Castle’s owners the Hochbergs after the 
design of the architect Olivier Pavelt.  The complex contained 
the Carriage House, the stable together with the tack room, 
as well as a manège, and later also garages. Over the last de-
cade the Stables were refurbished and handed over to the 
Castle Museum. The discussed display was to take place in 
the stable part where horse stalls still exist. The space avai-
lable included 24 stalls placed symmetrically along both sides 
of a corridor leading across the whole building. It could also 
extend to the space by the entry gates dividing the stables 
into two equal parts (the second part of the stable was to 
house a hunting-dedicated exhibition). 

Although the venue looks impressive as such, it constitutes 
quite a challenge for an exhibition. A row of identical horse 
stalls is monotonous, while the stalls shaped as elongated 
rectangles were little friendly to the display. Additionally, the 
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picturesque ceiling which in itself is the venue’s asset could 
pull the public’s attention away from the exhibits. From the 
beginning of the talks on the shape of the display it was thus 
clear that telling a story through presenting a set of dum-
mies grouped around one issue was unrealistic. The space 
divided into small stalls certainly did not allow that. A diffe-
rent means had to be conceived.  The only other obvious so-
lution was to place one to two mannequins in each box, ad-
ding possibly a small object to accompany them. Therefore, 
instead of 4–6 topics that the Exhibition could tackle,  
12 or 24 mini-stories had to be told. The story ideas emer-
ged promptly, yet the challenge was how to arrange them 
all in one coherent display. What to do for the public to read 
it and understand as a whole?

Out of the talks with Ms Dominika Sulińska, the Curator 
of the Castle Museum in Pszczyna,  a scheme emerged for 
the collection of the clothing that I curate to ‘dialogue’ with 
the collection of the Castle Museum.  Among the first ideas 
there was the one suggesting  to display outfits in one of the 
stall rows, and items from the Castle Museum collections in 
the stalls across. However, this would imply confrontation, 
not dialoguing. Therefore, it was decided that each of the 
24 stalls would display a mini dialogue of exhibits from both 
collections. At this point also our conversations, namely the 
talks of exhibition curators, turned into a real dialogue. The 
works on the display substantially speeded up, though no 
obstacles as such had been overcome. The challenge resul-
ted from the fact that we both knew only our respective 
collection well, the one we curated. We thus made study 
visits to Poznan and Pszczyna. The advantage of the Castle 
collections was the fact that it was extremely varied, since it 

boasted painting, prints, furniture, vessels, hunting trophies, 
and even several garments. This secured the visual attracti-
veness since each stall was to feature a clothing item from 
the Museum Fashions collection and an item from the Castle 
Museum. Occasionally, we would break up with this prin-
ciple, and presented more than two items in several stalls.  
Following the visits and revisits, and the email exchange, 
our dialogue yielded an expected result. Not only did we 
succeed in creating 24 mini dialogues, but first of all, we 
ordered them in such a way that the whole created a logi-
cal and coherent narrative. The opening of the Exhibition 
titled: ‘Dialogues in the Mind’s Eye. Exhibitions of Attire and 
Objects from the Collections of the Museum Fashions and 
the Castle Museum in Pszczyna’ took place in June 2018,  
a year after the first talks.    

In search of a deeper meaning
As said above, together with Ms Dominika Sulińska, Curator 
of the Castle Museum in Pszczyna, we decided that each 
stall would contain a mini dialogue between items from 
both collections. We had quite a number of ideas for spe-
cific ones: they were of different character, concerned dif-
ferent object features, touched on different values. In order 
for the Exhibition to gain coherence, however, we needed 
something that would bond all the elements into one whole, 
that would allow to see a cohesive message in the 24 stalls. 
It was Erwin Panofsky (1892–1968), and specifically his re-
search method, namely iconography, that helped us out.  
According to Panofsky, what comes first if the pre-icono-
graphical description that requires our practical knowledge 

1. Overall view of the Exhibition 
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of things and events. Then we have iconographical analy-
sis that helps interpret secondary or conventional images, 
stories, and allegories which make up the world, this pos-
sible thanks to the knowledge of literary sources, definite 
themes, and concepts. Finally comes iconograhical interpre-
tation dealing with symbolic values.7 

Naturally, our intention was not to analyse art, neit-
her was it to literally apply each of the steps outlined by 
Panofsky. This was not the topic of our Exhibition. What ap-
pealed to us a lot was the superpositions of contents, piling 
up of meanings: from ordinary observations, through refe-
rence to culture, to hidden meanings, namely what is not 
visible on the surface. Applying Panofsky’s logic, we swiftly 
arranged our dialogues, and the Exhibition gained a purpo-
seful and logical structure. 

One of the features that we observe as the first, regar-
dless of the object type, is its colour. And colour precisely 
was the theme the opening section was dedicated to: we 
brought together items united through the same colour. The 
section ‘colour’ showed and described: blue, red, green, 
pink, and a contrast: black and white. As much as the first 
three do not arouse much controversy, pink is different.8  
Different shades of pink were presented: by a dress in an 
18th-century portrait, a 1988 woman’s jacket (Chloé), and 
by a Schiaparelli hat box in shocking pink. An interesting 
dialogue was created in the black and white duo which is 
easily associated with old photographs and films. Albums 
with the photographs of the residents of the Pszczyna Castle 
from a century ago made up a ‘set’ with a Ted Lapidus haute 
couture overall of crepe printed over with black-and-white 
photos from films (e.g. from Queen Christina starring Greta 
Garbo). And thus using black and white we ‘silenced down’ 
the colour to move onto the next section of materials/texti-
les and their physical appearance. Here we showed the ef-
fect of transparency, both in glass and in an haute couture 
dress by Pierre Balmain made of several layers of crepe. 
Furthermore, we juxtaposed a Maggy Rouff lace dress from 
the 1950s with a ‘lace-like’ openwork effect of a wooden 
carved frame. We showed leather (artificial) used for  
a Gianfranco Ferré corset and for a screen from the late 17th 
century, as well as metal applied in an Emmanuelle Khanh 
handbag, Paco Rabanne dress, and the 18th-century chain 
mail garment from the Castle collections. All these juxtapo-
sitions featured subdued colours so as not to pull away the 

public attention which we wanted on the fabrics/materials.
The next section focused on basic geometrical figures: 

squares, circles, triangles. In order to expose them, we  
chose the white of dresses (by Edward Molyneux and Angelo 
Tarlazzi) and the white of the Castle china.

In this way we reached the last, 12th stall on the left. It 
can be easily seen that all the dialogues along this side fo-
cused on formal features, on surfaces. We did not interpret 
anything, showing instead how colour, form, fabric/mate-
rial act. The last,12th stall, displayed a 1971 dress printed 
over with a strong colourful pattern based on circles and 
bike wheels visible in the painting by the Polish artist Leon 
Dołżycki. The dynamics of form and colour (in the dress 
pattern the influence of simultaneous paintings by Sonia 
Delaunay can be traced) produced the impression of mo-
vement: such an effect can be achieved if form and colour 
are skilfully used. This was the kind of summing up of the 
left-hand ‘formal’ side of the Exhibition, reflecting the first 
stratum in Panofsky’s analysis. 

In the middle of the stable, in the corridor between the 
stalls, a Christophe Josse haute couture dress from 2012, 
flanked by two early 20th-century guéridons was placed. 
The three golden items as if optically closed the display, but 
also constituted the point for visitors to rest their eyes on 
when entering the facility: they built up the perspective and 
ideally fit in the stables’ symmetry, perfectly matching the 
colouring of the ornamental ceiling. This dialogue tackled 
drapery that can be regarded both formally: as an arrange-
ment of lines and folds, and as a reference to the culture of 
ancient Greeks and Romans. Hence the idea to place it cen-
trally – as a connecting element between the left ‘formal’ 
side and the dialogues on the right meant to explicitly refer 
to history and culture, thus the second and third strata of  
E. Panofsky’s methodology. 

The right-hand side of the Exhibition, which the public 
visited walking in the opposite direction: from the centre 
of the building to the exit, began with the questions of geo-
metry, yet not perceived formally as in the boxes opposite. 
The topic was more on the silhouette, reference to fashion 
history, repetition of similar silhouettes in subsequent de-
cades, e.g. leg-of-mutton sleeve (Biedermeir, late 19th cen-
tury, and the 1980s). The following dialogues showed simi-
lar forms of clothes whose meaning differed depending on 
the attire’s function and its ‘gender’, e.g. the livery of the 

Diagram 1. Exhibition’s overall layout 
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Castle’s servants from the early 20th century dialogued with 
a luxurious Stéphane Rolland jacket from the mid-1990s. 
Their forms (cut) were very much alike, yet the meaning 
differed. Similarly as jabots worn by men in the 18th centu-
ry and by women (Emanuel Ungaro haute couture, 1988). 
In four subsequent stalls we introduced dialogues around 
nature as the source of inspiration for culture (interestingly, 
they happened to be placed opposite the stalls tackling the 
topics of reused materials/textiles). In the case of the topics 
related to fauna and flora the used scheme implied showing 
first the literal use of fur or flowers, and then dresses made 
with textiles featuring patterns of wild-cat spots or flowers. 
The dialogue in the next stall concerned Chinese inspiration 
in fashion: a Christian Dior dress from the late 1970s was 
put side by side with pieces of porcelain and furniture from 
the Castle Museum in Pszczyna. 

The last three stalls reflected the third stratum of 
Panofsky’s iconography where the sense is hidden deeper. 
Earlier, when still working on the Exhibition, before its ope-
ning, we had wondered whether more ‘abstract’ dialogues 
based, among others, on our knowledge and aesthetical per-
ception would be clear to the public. Let me add that every 
dialogue was labelled with the leading motto (e.g. colour, 
form, etc.) and featured a short caption (ca 300 characters). 
Despite such assistance there was always a chance that the 
public might not read our intentions. We decided, howe-
ver, to take the risk, and chose for the last three stalls three 
attires by Japanese designers from the Museum Fashions:  

a Koji Tatsuno coat, a ‘please please’ tunic by Issey Miyake, 
and a ‘little black dress’ by Yohji Yamamoto. The first, the 
Tatsuno coat (ca 1992/1993) was put alongside a light dō-
maru samurai armour (ca 1829–1840). Both items represen-
ted Japanese thinking of design (not a ‘simple’ inspiration 
as was in the previous stall) based on severity, functionality, 
and formal beauty.  

Following that the almost abstract shape of the Miyake 
tunic dialogued with anonymous drawings of Japanese ar-
tists from the turn of the 20th century, which though sho-
wing figures, seemed almost equally abstract through line 

shapes. The last 25th dialogue (24 stalls plus the drapery one 
in the middle of the stable) was more conceptual and at the 
same time as if summed up the Exhibition. It was made up of  
a simple Yamamoto dress from the spring-summer 2000 
collection, and its topic was the very creative process. That 
is why the black dress featured a white basting thread.  
It was side by side with a 19th-century sewing kit. We deci-
ded that this perfectly commented on the Exhibition’s cre-
ative process. In the text available during the visit we emp-
hasized that the presented dialogues were subjective, that 
they were curators’ choices, one of many possible. That is 
why within the Exhibition space (halfway across the stable) 
there was a spot where we displayed other items from the 
Castle Museum collections. Visitors were encourage to cre-
ate their own ‘dialogues in the mind’s eye’, different from 
the ones proposed by the Exhibition’s authors.

2. Exhibition’s central point: dialoguing on drapery

3. Dialoguing on Japan’s culture
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Various facets of attires

When we think of clothing, we most frequently associate 
it with the category of fashion, however, it is not the only 
possibility to understand that concept which one can eas-
ily find out when looking at the changes occurring over the 
last years in the methods of studying and displaying outfits. 
The tendency is, among others, to increase interest in the 
outfit itself and its materiality, for it to be interpreted in 
non-fashion contexts.9 It is this more autonomous under-
standing of clothing, allowing to link it to various objects, 
that the Exhibition in the Prince’s Stables was based on. 
Clothing obviously being a part of artistic crafts can be and 
usually is displayed alongside other objects representing the 
same or similar style. Our intention, however, was a freer 
combination permitting to look at clothing from different 
perspectives. When working out respective dialogues, we 
looked into the cases of already known and earlier exhibi-
tions that inspired us to conceive our own solutions. For 
example pink on its own was the protagonist of the 2013 
exhibition at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.10 The is-
sue of ‘material’, in that case feathers, was the topic tackled 
by the Exhibition ‘Birds of Paradise’ at the Fashion Museum 
Antwerp (Antwerp MoMu).11 The grasping of formal similar-
ities in textile patterns and painting was suggested to us by 
‘Cubism and Fashion’ displayed at New York’s Metropolitan 
Museum of Art (MET)12 and the oeuvre of the female artists 
who did not avoid designing clothes, like Sonia Delaunay13  
or Sara Lipska.14 Drapery as such was one of the key top-
ics tackled at the MET display titled ‘Goddess. The Classical 
Mode’.15 Repetition of similar silhouettes in different pe-
riods or references to the sex also frequently appeared in 
museums;16 similarly as pointing to nature as inspiration,17 

discussing culture of a given country,18 or interpreting de-
signer’s output in the context of the country of his or her 
origin.19 We were encouraged to set up the most concep-
tual combinations by the exhibitions putting art alongside 
clothing in Wolfburg20 or Vienna.21 However, the greatest 
inspiration and the source of ideas was found in the collec-
tions themselves that we put together. And it was them that 
gave this unique character to our Exhibition. 

Nevertheless, in order not to get lost in the multitude 
of possibilities and perspectives, when working on our 
Exhibition, I created a diagram that helped to better illu-
strate the ideas we applied, and facilitated communicating 
our ideas to other people.
In the study of clothing three essential aspects can be dis-
tinguished:  material (quite obvious) and immaterial ones, 
the latter connected with the relations which the attire es-
tablishes with the individuals wearing it, and how it is per-
ceived by others, from the outside. Thus, subsequent as-
pects relate to what is external and internal in the context 
of relations and materiality. All in all, this gives four quar-
ters of the schematic circle. The borderline between them 
is not always sharp and clear-cut. Quite simply we cannot 
physically cut the garment and attribute the pieces to the 
respective quarters. They all make up this one and very at-
tire, so all the aspects interpenetrate. The same applies to 
the methodology we use to study clothing and fashion. The 
methodologies interlace, and thus we cannot pick one that 
is the best. The selection of tools depends on which of the 

aspects, namely which quarters out of the scheme we want 
to analyse. Our main focus can be technology (I), style (II), 
psychology (III), or sociology (IV). That is why studying fash-
ion, clothing, requires knowledge of various clothing-related 
aspects; it requires a multi-disciplinary approach.  
Although this four-quarter scheme, taking into account four 
aspects of an attire, seems to satisfactorily describe the way 
we look at fashion and clothing, clearly one last element is 
missing which in real life is not always patently visible. That 
is the economic perspective. Often overlooked in the study 
of style, it however actually never disappears. What is more, 
it constitutes basis for everything that is related to outfits. 
Therefore, the scheme should not be circular, but cylindrical. 

Conclusions
It seems quite obvious that each of the above-mentioned 
aspects could be (and has been) the subject of a museum 
display. The aspects can obviously be linked between them, 
showing in this way more dependences, more examples of 
how clothing functions in our life, our culture. The Pszczyna 
Exhibition focused on three out of the four quarters; how-
ever, it was quarter II that was mostly referred to, this shown 
in the below diagram.

The overall division was quite clear: the stalls on the left 
dialogued within material issues (quarters I and II), where-
as what dominated in the stalls on the right were external 
aspects (quarters II and IV). As it can be clearly seen the 
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only quarter, we have left unexplored was quarter III dealing 
with the attire’s relation to the individual wearing it. This for 
a very simple reason that the collections of the Museum 
Fashions feature very few clothes that can be associated 
with definite individuals, so this aspect is harder to investi-
gate.22 We thus renounced it, focusing predominantly on 
what is external. Neither did we go deeper into the econo-
mic aspects, leaving them putative, thus not visible to the 
Exhibition’s public. 

Obviously, the reality more often evades schemes than 
subdues to them, yet despite all we sometimes need to root 
an exhibition in theory, in a scheme. First of all, to be able 
to more easily and clearly take visitor through it. There is 
one more interesting reflection: it is encouragement to think 
about an attire as an integral whole, that an outfit always 

boasts some potential in each of its aspects, and it is up to 
us, museologists, curators, to decide whether to put this 
potential to use and show. The very Exhibition ‘Dialogues in 
the Mind’s Eye’ also showed that it is worthwhile combining 
different views, integrating them. This also has a substantial 
educational value, since it allows not just to see the fashion, 
but also the outfit – a garment that someone designs first, 
creates, and later wears. A thing that is worth interest. 

***
For the Exhibition, the Castle Museum in Pszczyna won  
a distinction in the competition for the Prize of the Silesian 
Voivodeship Marshall for the 2018 Museum Event in the 
category: Exhibition.23  

Abstract: The process of an exhibition being created in 
a space difficult to arrange, i.e. within the former Pszczyna 
Castle Stable, is discussed. In its concept, the display bond-
ed the collection of the Castle Museum in Pszczyna in a di-
alogue with the study collection of the Fashion Museum. 
The Author analyses the manner in which the use of Erwin 
Panofsky’s iconology allowed to create a cohesive narra-
tive composed of 25 minor stories of clothing, fashion, their 

mutual relation, and reference to the surrounding objects. 
This, in turn, leads to the deliberation on clothing itself 
and its aspects that can be investigated through different  
research means, in some cases concentrating on its mate-
rial properties, in others, on the cultural ones. Therefore, 
the conclusions reached are of a general character, allow-
ing to be used in a preparation of similar exhibitions also in 
other spaces. 

Keywords: Erwin Panofsky, iconology, exhibition creation, Castle Museum in Pszczyna, Fashion Museum collection, 
outfit, fashion, dialogue.

 Endnotes

The left side of the exhibition     The right side of the exhibition 
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